PLURcoin greypaper
ABSTRACT
Introducing PLURcoin, a new and exciting cryptocurrency founded in the electronic dance music (EDM) culture
and built on the ideals of Peace, Love, Unity and Respect (PLUR). Our mission is to merge the art, music, fashion
and experience that is EDM culture, with all the advantages of the Ethereum blockchain.
Core Values
PLURcoin aspires to redefine how people use, relate to and identify with money. To create a digital currency
that through its very use, promotes a greater social consciousness, a deeper sense of community and opportunities
for self-expression. Built around social responsibility, PLURcoin is the result of a rapidly growing worldwide
community that believes any interaction is an opportunity to further the ideals of Peace, Love, Unity, and Respect.
PLURshare
An integral component of the PLURcoin ecosystem is PLURshare. For each investment in PLURcoin during the ICO,
the purchaser is rewarded with a bonus 50% stake, which they can then send to any friend, family or charity of
their choice. With the 50% bonus reward, each PLURcoin purchase is an opportunity to further spread the
tenants of PLUR.
High-Level Roadmap
Overview Sustainable Operations Management (SOM) is mirrored on PLURcoin’s core values of Peace, Love,
Unity and Respect. From the condensed goals outlined below, various action items
(with a focus on 2021 and 2022 goals) are currently being addressed by our team. The PLURcoin team is now
forming dedicated groups working on areas including Engineering, Logistics, Platform Security as well as
Community and Brand Management.
For our Q2 goals:
» Release official Greypaper
» Launch of our website and social media channels
» Creation of an overarching marketing strategy with multiple high-profile partnerships.

Q3 goals:
» Release of Whitepaper
» Official burn party
Q4 goals:
» Launch PLURcoin experience partnerships
» Launch PLURshare official giving and sharing partnerships
2022 goals:
» PLURcoin listing on SushiSwap/UniSwap
» Launch PLURcoin NFT Platform
» Listing on CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap
» Launch PLURcoin experience partnerships
» Launch PLURshare official giving and sharing partnerships
» Launch PLURswap DEX
» Diversification into real-world use cases
» Launch digital PLURwallet
» Listing on Coinbase
Tokenomics
PLURcoin ($PLUR) is a ERC20 token to be issued on Ethereum 2.0 with a fixed supply of 100 Billion.
15B ICO distribution with 50% bonus
15B Exchange listing on SushiSwap/UniSwap
15B Burned prior to Exchange launch
15B Development
10B Team
10B Major exchange listings
20B PLURshare (Charity)
PLURwallet
PLURwallet is a web-based and mobile wallet that focuses on Ethereum Smart Chain and ERC20 tokens.
The mobile wallet version is supported on both Android and iOS. The wallet is focused on enabling users
to manage their cryptocurrency and interact with the blockchain ecosystem.
The private keys for the wallet are stored on the user’s device and are secured through Secure Enclave and
biometric authentication technology. Users can complete all the normal functions that a digital wallet provides.
They can monitor their balance as well as send and receive tokens. Users can also exchange on SushiSwap
through the wallet and buy, sell and swap their cryptocurrency.

PLURcoin NFTs
NFTs are multimedia art that has been tokenized on the Blockchain. One intrinsic offering that we have been
establishing since PLURcoin’s inception is our community NFT Launchpad. The PLURcoin NFT Launchpad is a
platform exchange built upon the PLURcoin ecosystem that facilitates the tokenization of multimedia art and
music as well as the ability to trade and own these assets. This provides a utility aspect that is a redeemable
component of the PLURcoin token.
Disclaimers Information Published in the Greypaper
The greypaper provides information and material of general nature. You are not authorized and nor should you rely
on the greypaper for legal advice, business advice, or advice of any kind. You act at your own risk in reliance on the
contents of the greypaper. Should you decide to act or not act you should contact a licensed attorney in the
relevant jurisdiction in which you want or need help. In no way are the owners of, or contributors to, this greypaper
responsible for the actions, decisions, or other behavior taken or not taken by you in reliance upon the greypaper.
Investment Risks : The team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you.
Do conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions.
By purchasing PLURcoin, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold
the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting
the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. Compliance with Tax Obligations: The
team does not guarantee compliance with any country across the world. Always make sure that you comply
with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. No Warranties: The greypaper is provided
on an “as is” basis without any warranties of any kind regarding the greypaper and/or any content, data, materials,
and/or services provided on the greypaper. Limitation of Liability: Unless otherwise required by law, in no event
shall the owners of, or contributors to, the Website be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited
to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out of or in any any way connected with the use of the greypaper.
Arbitration: The reader of the greypaper agrees to arbitrate any dispute arising from or in connection with the
greypaper or this disclaimer, except for disputes related to copyrights, logos, trademarks, trade names, trade secrets,
or patents. Future Statements: There may be matters in this greypaper that are forward-looking statements.
Such statements are subject to risks and uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forwardlooking statements. The actual results or events that transpires afterwards may be different from what is
implied here. The team shall not guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking statements outlined in this greypaper.
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